
 

Sparkassen Gala 2015 

6th of June 2015 (Meeting) 

5th of June 2015 (Running Night) 

Information sheet 

The City of Regensburg 

Regensburg - situated on the northernmost point of the river Danube  

Welcome in Regensburg - a city rich in history and in the heart of Europe 

 

Regensburg offers more than 2000 years of live history. There are so 

many interesting events, museums, galleries, boat rides, art & culture 

to be explored, which will be an unforgettable experience for our 

visitors. 

 

Indulge in gourmet restaurants, beer gardens and 

trendy bars and feel the vibrant, urban life in a 

uniquely preserved medieval city center. 

Picturesque little alleys open up into courts and 

yards with patrician palaces, great Roman buildings and edifices from the 

classicism. The stone bridge, a former architectural wonder of the world, 

has been arching over the river Danube for more than 850 years and St. 

Peter, the gothic cathedral, is admired by all visitors. 

You are so very welcome to enjoy Regensburg and to visit our ancient 

city, young at heart, a cosmopolitan medieval town. 

 

Welcome in Regensburg in the heart of Europe 

 

http://www.regensburg.de 

 

 

 

 
 

 

http://www.regensburg.de/


Your arrival 
 
Your arrival by train 
Your easy and fast arrival in Regensburg with all ICE, EC, IC 
and IR trains, direct access from all international routes: 
Amsterdam / Brussels - Vienna - Budapest 
Zurich / Paris - Prague 
 
From national routes: 
Berlin / Dresden, Hamburg / Hanover 
Dortmund / Cologne, Frankfurt, 
Karlsruhe / Stuttgart and Munich   

 

 

 
International Airports 

 
 
Nuremberg Airport 
by car: 110 km 
train / bus: approx. 1 hour 
bus/subway/train 
 
Munich Airport 
by car: 85 km 
train / bus: approx. 1 hour 
bus/train or direct bus connection "Airport-Sprinter" 

 

 

 
Arrival with a navigation system  

 
 
To reach the competition sites with the help of your navigation system, it's best to enter the 
following address: 

Stadium 
Josef-Engert-Straße 
93053 Regensburg 
Germany  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.evaa2007-regensburg.com/images/maps/DB_large.gif
http://www.evaa2007-regensburg.com/images/maps/Flughaefen_large.gif


Competition Information 

The most important organisational things in English 

Bibs must be collected at the entrance of the stadium 

There are start cards for all competitions. They have to be given to the “Stellplatz” at 

least 75 minutes before the competition. 

 

All runners have to be at the Call Point 15 minutes before the heat. 

All other competitions have to be at the actual field of competition like it is announced 

on the schedule. There will be no callroom. 

 

For all heats starting 800m the runners get special heat numbers. Therefore the 

normal number has to be on the back. 

For the GALA there is no award ceremony.  

The records (up to place 8) can be picked up at the “Stellplatz”. 

 

All payments will only be done by bank transfer.  

The invoice must be sent by post (address below) or e-mail (pdf) 

walkner@sparkassen-gala.de  

 

athletics SPORT GmbH 

Anton-Scherübl-Straße 6 

93155 Hemau 

Germany 

 

Subject: Sparkassen Gala 2015/ prizemoney (add the diszipline) or travel 

refund 

 

 

  

mailto:walkner@sparkassen-gala.de


 
 
 

 

Sparkassen Gala 2015 Regensburg 06.06.2015 
TOP - Disziplinen / top disciplines 

 Prämiensystem – prize money system 
 

Staffelung des Preisgeldes / Prize money structure 
 
200€ / 150€ / 100€ für die Plätze 1-3 / prize money for the first three placed athletes. 
 

 Männer/men Frauen/women 

100m x x 

400m x - 

800m x - 

1500m x x 

100mH/110mH - x 

400mH x - 

Hoch/high jump - x 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


